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This is a resume of my Medium article
The purpose of this document is of educative usage. Other disclosures must have express
consent of the owner, marshtracking.com

Context
Description
Every Data Analytics project is tackled from different angle.
For this reason, audits serve to detect configuration mistakes
that prevent the correct interpretation of the data.
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Today we face a recurring situation in E-commerce:
●

Not all transactions have been reported to GA4
because tracking code and event configuration was
implemented a few months after the creation of the
store.

No transactions tracked
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This means that the CMS has reported all the transactions
while GA4 has only reported the ones after its
implementation. As a result, we miss data for an analysis.
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Challenge
Join Two Databases
In today’s case we will integrate our Shopify CMS database
with the GA4 database where E-commerce hits are sent.
So that, we will use BigQuery and the power of SQL
language. In particular the function right join and the common
dimension both databases share: transaction_id
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Why BigQuery?
Description
When it comes to Analytics, reliance on a single source of
data is not enough to make strategic decisions. Any online
business uses different digital tools that in turn generate
useful data.
To have an overview of the entire digital ecosystem and get
meaningful insights, it is advisable to count on data
warehouse solutions with access to any of these sources.
BigQuery is a good example as it integrates naturally with any
of its products such as spreadsheets, GA4, Google Ads, Data
Studio, etc.
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Method
Step 1

Step 2

Download the CMS transactions and make sure you include
the relevant dimensions for the analysis (transaction_id,
item_id, item_name, transaction_value, coupon, date, etc)

Upload the table into BigQuery. It’s very important you also
define the Schema of each field. The vast majority are strings,
but when handling with numbers, make sure you pass them
correctly:
Float,
integer,
numeric
…

Dump the date into a spreadsheet or csv file. It should look
like the following image:
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See Google’s documentation
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Method
Step 3
Although transaction_id and currency are the required
params, I highly recommend passing complementary params
such as value, coupon, tax, shipping and items.
With Tag Manager you can fetch all that variables available
on the dataLayer.
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Method
Step 4
Check you GA4 E-commerce table. It should store the
purchase event along with the required parameters
transaction_id and currency and the rest of parameters
configured with Tag Manager.
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Query
WITH

SQL Code

table_1 AS
(SELECT *

1)

With function table_1 → Select the GA4 table filtering
by event name: purchase and transaction_id
parameter.

1

FROM `xxxxxxxxxxx.analytics_xxxxxxxxxxx`,
UNNEST (event_params) AS params
WHERE event_name = 'purchase'
AND key IN ('transaction_id')),
table_2 AS

2)

With function table_2 → Select the entire shopify_cms
table
we
have
created.
Without
filters.

2

(SELECT *
FROM `xxxxxxxxxxx.shopify_CMS.transactions_and_items`)
SELECT PARSE_DATE("%Y%m%d",event_date) AS event_date, date AS
cms_date, value.string_value AS GA4_trasnaction_id,

3)

Right Join → Add all the columns from the CMS table
to
the
GA4
table.

transaction_id AS CMS_transaction_id, client, item_id, item_name,

3

item_size, item_color, coupon, transaction_value
FROM table_1
RIGHT JOIN table_2
ON value.string_value = transaction_id

4)

Remove tests, avoid repeated values and order the
table by transaction_id

WHERE NOT client LIKE '%test%'
GROUP BY event_date, event_name, value.string_value,

4

transaction_id, client, date, item_id, item_name, item_size,
item_color, transaction_value, taxes, coupon
ORDER BY transaction_id ASC, coupon DESC

Raw code
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Result
CMS + GA4 table
Now you have a complete table showing CMS transactions
with GA4 transactions and all item’s variables associated.
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Made by

see website
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